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Project description and aims
Audiowings Ltd is developing an audio platform 
to power smart headphones. The company is 
looking to create a simple, easy-to-use, accurate, 
touch-based interface for the headphones that 
provides both haptic (tactile) and voice feedback to 
prompt the user throughout the menu system. The 
company worked with Goldsmiths to develop an 
understanding of the technical feasibility of such a 
system, while suggesting, designing and deploying 
an intuitive interface that provides the desired 
functionality. The aim of the project was to develop 
a functional prototype, further demonstrating the 
concept to potential Audiowings Ltd customers. 

Impact on the business
Carl Thomas, founder of Audiowings Ltd, said: 

“By using the prototype developed we were able 
to focus on a new business model, with the audio 
platform more crucial to the proposition.”

The collaboration has enabled us to further 
understand our unique selling points, allowing us 
to focus on this and start prototyping. The project 
has helped us further defi ne our value proposition, 
shifting from a product-focused business to 
focusing on service provision. This has helped 
us address a new target audience and business 
model, focusing on licensing the service to other 
audio device manufacturers and using the data 
from the device to enhance the service provided. 

Not only has this collaboration and project enabled 
us to obtain quality feedback, it has also allowed us 
to develop and use a prototype in demonstrations 
to our initial investors and journalists and has 
helped us explain our story further with a visual 
demonstrator. 

Future directions
• We will commercialise the technology that was 
prototyped by continuing to work through our 
research and development phase, obtaining further 
investment and seeding the technology within the 
roadmap of a key technology partner to take the 
solution to market.

FROM BRIGHT IDEA TO 
WORKING PROTOTYPE
As well as creating a prototype of Audiowings Ltd’s smart headphones the collaboration with Goldsmiths has 
led the company to an innovative business model, a redefi ned value proposition and a new customer base
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